The vessel of an ancient and powerful energy source known
as the Radiance, Atomica a misplaced space princess must
use this energy to power her giant robot, Collider. Together
they must defend their new home, Earth, from intergalactic
invaders while discovering the truth of Atomica’s origins.
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Steven Universe meets Gigantor meets Iron Giant.
This series will be a fun and mysterious journey of selfdiscovery through human and symbiotic relationships.
Each 11 minute episode, while packed with plenty of
action, will also have moments of sincere emotional
character development.
In the tradition of the classic 1980s and 90s “Monster
of the Week” style cartoon format, Atomica will rely
heavily on fast and furious action with a climactic giant
super-robot battle each episode. But there is more to
this series than just that. A larger story arc will reveal
Atomica’s past and eminent destiny that will unfold
throughout each season.
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Like every coin, our story has two sides. What Atomica has
been told, and what she will come to discover.
HEADS:

TAILS:

An unexpected uprising has taken place. Queen Alurus uses
her evil alien magic to cast a spell on King Protos. Stealing his
power of the Radiance leaving him crumpled and weak. She
wields King Protos’s own power, the Radiance, to bend her new
subjugates to the whims of her own twisted malice. Knowing the
terrible fate that awaits Atomica, her uncle Prince Electros takes
matters into his own hands to save her, and potentially save the
future of Atomia, and avenge his beloved brother.

Unknown to Atomica, the truth of these events is actually
completely different. Anger fueled by bitterness for his brother,
Electros was the impetus for all that has happened. He actually
kidnapped Atomica to manipulate and control the Radiance
within her and use it to power his evil plans to one day return to
Atomia and become it’s ultimate ruler.
He has twisted the telling of these events to hide the truth
from Atomica. He is the reason King Protos is diminished, and
the anger we see from Queen Alurus is actually the rage in her
obsession to get her beloved daughter back safe where she
belongs.

Constructing a wormhole generator of his own design, Electros
sets course for the far reaches of space, and smuggles Atomica
away from her mother. Destroying the generator upon their exit,
the refugees now hide on a small faraway planet known as Earth.
Queen Alurus will stop at nothing to find them and reclaim her
child and the power she possesses.
Or so it is told…
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There is a right of succession for the leaders of Atomia that
is as ancient as the planet itself. To every new generation of
Atomians a royal set of twin boys is born. One twin is born
with the Radiance, a powerful form of energy that fuels the
plant and it’s civilization. The other twin is not. The current
generation is lead by King Protos, vessel of the Radiance.
Prince Electros, while still a highly brilliant and influential
leader, does not possess this power.
Unable to deny his own heart, King Protos stepped outside
of tradition and took for a bride an offworlder, Queen

Alurus. The queen of Alturon, a matriarchal society of
mighty warriors. In doing so Protos broke the cycle. Instead
of two twin boys, their union and the mixing of their alien
cell structures produced a set of twins consisting of one
boy and one girl. A son named Isomer, and a daughter
Atomica. Atomica inherited the Radiance from her father.
While unsure of this new precedence, the people of Atomia
rejoiced and embraced the coming of their soon to be
leaders, and felt that their future shone brighter than ever
before.
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ATOMICA
A princess and heir to the throne on her home
planet of Atomia, Atomica has never actually been
there. Taken as a small child as a refugee on Earth,
she struggles to find her way, herself, and her true
purpose. Atomica is a living vessel that contains the
Radiance, a super powerful energy that fuels her
home world. On Earth, aided by her Uncle Professor
Electros, she uses her inner energy to power Earths
mightiest defender. A giant robot named Collider,
who she lovingly calls Clyde.
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COLLIDER
Created by the brilliant Professor Electros, Collider is the pinnacle
of Atomian technology. Powered by Atomica’s own energy, this
giant robot has become Earth’s mightiest defender. Collider has
the ability to generate energy weapons in any form that suit any
battle needs that may arise. Through their energy link, Collider is a
perfect extension of Atomica’s every thought and move. While he
appears to just be a piloted automaton it is strange how he seems
to emote towards Atomica. An aspect that the Professor sees as a
glitch, and is constantly trying to fix. But, it could be argued that
this “glitch” is actually the reason Collider and Atomica are able to
overcome the most powerful of adversaries.

ROUGHLY
TO SCALE
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NUTRINA
A child size somewhat sentient robot the Professor created
to help in the care of and rearing of Atomica. Atomica and
Nutrina have a friendly and fun relationship as she serves as
the Princess’s playmate, but she also has a parent like quality.
Constantly coddling and doting over Atomica. Nutrina also
serves as the mechanical interface between Atomica and
Collider and is an integral part of their symbiosis.
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PROFESSOR
ELECTROS
Among the most brilliant and accomplished scientists
back on his home world, Electros uses his intellect and
skills to make Earth a better and safer place. Electros is
actually the crowned prince of Atomia. Twin Brother to
King Protos, and uncle to Atomica. He is now Atomica’s
primary guardian. Not only rearing the young girl and
helping her to make sense of their strange new home,
he has made it his sole purpose to protect her from the
enemies who seek to obtain the Radiance inside her.
While he truly loves and cares for his niece, and the well
being of Earth, he is a very guarded and mysterious man.
And his true intentions are not always clear.
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QUEEN ALURUS
Once the strongest and most cunning of warriors,
Alurus earned the throne of Alturon by proving her
worth in battle. When the Alturon conquest lead them
to the planet of Atomia the invasion was called off.
The noble King of Atomia himself came as his planet’s
ambassador to seek peace with the Alturons. Never
before encountering such a kind and just ruler, Alurus
found Protos to be her perfect match. It was love at first
site. The rest is history.
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KING PROTOS
A wise, just, and mighty king, Protos rules over the world
of Atomia with a gentle hand, and a caring heart. Protos
is the current vessel of the Radiance, and lends this
energy to power his kingdom. He is a great leader who
loves his people. There are few he loves more. Those
few are his wife, brother, and his two children, Atomica
and Isomer.
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PRINCE ISOMER
While not the vessel of Radiance, Prince Isomer’s
deeds do not go without great merit. He is one of
Atomias greatest heroes. Like his Mother, he is the
fiercest of warriors, and the most able pilot to ever
helm a space fighter. While quick to challenge any
to oppose him, this son of Protos is not without
compassion. His driving force and sole ambition is
the rescue of his beloved twin sister, Atomica.
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TERRORNAUTS
The giant armored space beasts that travel through an unstable wormhole to terrorize Earth.
These invaders are the relentless monsters hell bent on destruction that Professor Electros has
warned the leaders of Earth about. And is why the good Professor created Collider. The truth
is, these abominations are the unfortunate byproduct of an unstable wormhole from Atomia.
These poor soldiers have been sent to search out and rescue Atomica by her own mother. Due
to the Atomians inability to recreate Electros’s wormhole generator, their cellular structures are
mutated into pure monstrosity, and their minds stripped of all reason and logic.
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SEASON 1
EPISODE 1 - NEW HOME Through a series of time jumps from past to present, we learn of Atomica and Electros’s arrival on Earth, the
decision to help Earth defend itself, the construction of the city defense system and the giant super robot Collider, and ultimately the
training of Atomica to power and pilot her giant super robot. Over this span of time the evil Queen Alurus has located Earth, and Atomica.
She sends the first Terrornaut to claim our hero, but the marauder is met head on by Earth’s new mighty defender, Collider.
EPISODE 2 - BEDTIME STORIES After an exhausting victory over another Terrornaut, Atomica asks her Uncle Electros to tell her favorite
story recounting the events that led to their exodus from Atomia. The tale tells of the rise of Queen Alurus, the fall of Atomica’s father,
King Protos and the overthrow of the great capitol city of Nucladia. Culminating in the daring escape of Professor Electros with the
infant princess, Atomica. But is Electros’s telling of the story the way it really happened?
EPISODE 3 - THE RADIANCE As Queen Alurus frantically increases her efforts to send Terrornauts to claim Atomica, and the monster
incursions become more frequent on Earth, Atomica is left confused as to why they are after her. Electros explains the history and noble
lineage of the Atomian Royal Family, and the uniqueness and importance of the energy source called The Radiance. Of which Atomica is
one of the few gifted with this great power.
EPISODE 4 - SLEEPOVER Collider has become quite the pop culture phenomenon. Two Collider super fans from school convince Atomica
to have them over for a sleepover in an effort to get closer to the object of their infatuation. The sleepover is all good and fun until they
convince Atomica to let them inside Collider. Of course a Terrornaut appears and Atomica must fight, but with the girls in tow. The girls
end up helping Atomica defeat the monster, and in the end realize Atomica is the one deserving of their hero worship.
EPISODE 5 - CONTAINMENT Atomica is being picked on at school because of the containment suit Uncle Electros requires her to wear,
and she is quite fed up with it. During a daunting Terrornaut encounter, Collider’s cockpit bubble is smashed. Suddenly realizing she does
not need the containment, Atomica sets forth a giant blast of Radiance directly from herself, destroying her adversary. While Atomica is
overjoyed with the discovery, Electros seems most displeased. Why was he draining Radiance reserves from the suit, and why is he now
draining it from Collider?
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SEASON 1
EPISODE 6 - OLD SCARS For the first time, a Terrornaut attempts to speak to Atomica. Pleading with her to stop fighting. Confused and
afraid, she finishes the creature. In the aftermath of the battle, among the remains, Electros finds a clue to the origin of these terrible
beasts. The clue, an Atomian military badge, also triggers a memory for the Professor. Exposing old scars between he and his brother,
King Protos. Electros and Atomica are both shocked to learn that the Terrornauts are actually soldiers from their home planet.
EPISODE 7 - BUG IN A JAR Catching insects for science class gives Atomica the idea to try to capture a Terrornaut. Atomica convinces
Electros to use the Radiance to power the construction of containment units and to power experiments to reverse the terrible
transformation of Atomians into abominations. The first attempt with the new tech fails, and Atomica must use Radiance directly from
her own hands to detain a Terrornaut. And, it would appear in doing so, that the raw Radiance has an effect on the beast neither she nor
Electros had expected.
EPISODE - 8 GIRL TIME Electros can’t make it to pick up Atomica from school, so he arranges for her to go home with a friend and her
Mom. The Mother/Daughter duo end up treating Atomica to some “Girl Time” at the mall. Just when they are having a blast, and Atomica
experiences first hand the joy of a Mother/Daughter relationship, a Terrornaut rips the roof right off the mall. Atomica must defend her
friends and stop the monster! All in time for dinner.
EPISODE 9 - WE MUST FIGHT! Atomica and Electros have developed new tech that allows Collider to focus Atomica’s Radiance directly
from her. Making rounding up and capturing Terrornauts safer and easier. Electros wants answers now, and in interrogating these
captives, begins to show a darker side. When an imprisoned Terrornaut breaks free in the lab, Atomica discovers that with Radiance
directly from her own hand, she can heal these mutated Atomians, and reverse the terrible mutations caused by the faulty wormhole.
EPISODE 10 - GLIMPSE OF TRUTH Queen Alurus and Atomia’s resources are pushed to the limit, but so is Collider. Defeated by a mighty
Terrornaut, Collider is down. Atomica must rely on her own Radiance to win the day. Transformed from Terrornaut back to Atomian
Soldier, he tells Atomica that the evil queen is her mother. A new light is shed on Alurus and the situation on Atomia. While the light on
Electros and his true intentions goes very dark, leaving the fate of Atomica shrouded in mystery.
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